CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS:
Participants for TMS Technical Divisions & Committees

BACKGROUND:
TMS derives its strength from its members, who take a hands-on approach to shaping the policy, programming and publications of the society by volunteering to serve within our technical divisions and committees. Initially, the volunteer member becomes involved by joining a committee within one of the society's five technical divisions:

- Electronic, Magnetic & Photonic Materials Division
- Extraction & Processing Division
- Light Metals Division
- Materials Processing & Manufacturing Division
- Structural Materials Division

Each division comprises numerous technical committees, which serve a particular interest area.

NATURE OF WORK:
TMS’s technical divisions have four primary roles:

1. Governance
2. Providing timely and responsive programming, publications and continuing education
3. Providing guidance to TMS functions
4. Stimulating global unity among professionals who share technical interest with the division

Their various committees provide valuable input into these roles.

BENEFITS:
As your professional partner for career advancement, TMS provides members with many opportunities for leadership roles within the society. Individuals may volunteer to serve on technical committees and divisions to assist in developing strategic directions for TMS. Volunteers assume “hands-on” approaches in executing these initiatives.

HOW TO VOLUNTEER:
Please contact us by e-mail at volunteer@tms.org.

DURATION OF WORK:
A typical term of commitment of three years is preferred; shorter duration assignments are possible.

WHO TO CONTACT FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
The staff liaison to the committees is Joni Zychowski Minehart, Volunteer Specialist, 724.814.3124 Direct | 800.759.4867 (Ext. 222) Toll Free | jminehart@tms.org